Choose the Word

**Parents Directions:** Have your child look at each set of words and choose the word that does NOT belong with the others.

1. audible  contradict  audience
2. revise  dictate  dictionary
3. supervisor  unpredictable  visible
4. vista  audiotape  auditory
5. dedicate  dictum  invisible

**Parent Directions:** Have your child look at each set of words and choose the word that has the Latin root that means “hear.”

6. revise  audible
7. audition  supervisor
8. auditor  dictionary
9. abdicate  inaudible
10. jurisdiction  auditorium

**Parent Directions:** Have your child look at each set of words and choose the word that has the Latin root that means “speak/say.”

11. contradict  audible
12. audience  dictate
13. dictionary  auditorium
14. auditory  abdicate
15. invisible  valedictorian

**Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)**
Word Study & Vocabulary 3: Unit 29: Latin roots *dic, aud, vis*